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SNEEZES
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• ‘FLU is infectious before symptoms appear
• Droplet infection 
• But that does not mean face masks – droplets 

stick all over the place
• Hand washing and hand cleaning 
• Anti-biotics (AMRs) no use against ‘flu
• A lot of illness and death consequent upon 

secondary infections which are mainly bacterial 
– where AMRs are useful.

SOME THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT SNEEZES



SOME KEY 
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
IDEAS AND 
EXAMPLES

IMPORTANT VARIABLES IN THINKING ABOUT INFECTIOUS DISEASES

R0 =  number of secondary cases consequent upon each primary case 

Virulence of pathogen: “ability to kill” (LD50 the individual dose or numbers of the 
agent which will kill 50% of a specified population of susceptible animals under 
controlled environmental conditions)

Asymptomatic period/infectious period – which order do they come in?

Evolutionary theory - Pathogens “seeking” to survive and multiply; “fitness” = ability 
to survive and multiply in their environmental niche,  and to seek new niches

EXAMPLES

HIV/AIDS viral: long asymptomatic infectious period gives time to infect maximum 
number of hosts

Cholera bacterial symptomatic soon after infection: maximum output of new 
pathogens through gut into public watercourses (Haiti/UN peace keepers) 2010-17

Malaria plasmodium:  symptomatic and infectious: sick person with large population 
of pathogens in blood provides a prone feeding point for mosquitoes



INFLUENZA – TYPE A OR TYPE B?

Type A flu viruses found in animals and birds and humans – MIXED VIRUSES REFLECT MOVEMENT BETWEEN e.g. 
pigs, birds and humans

Type B flu found only in humans. Does not cause pandemics.

Influenza type A - many subtypes e.g H5N1, H7N2

H + number = type of hemagglutinin
N + number = type of neuraminidase



A zoonotic 
disease, a 

zoonosis

• A pathogen which is transferred from one species to 
another

• Such events may be occasional or frequent

• Even a limited zoonotic transfer from a limited transfer 
point may result in sustained transfer within human 
populations

• A recent example is SIV->HIV – from chimpanzees to 
humans via butchery in Congo c 120 years ago.

• A very old example is malaria – which migrated into 
primates (before humans appeared) via mosquito 
intermediate host – 5m years ago

• Can go both ways – humans can infect gorillas

CAN THEY BE TRANSMITTED BETWEEN HUMANS??



UPPER RESPIRATORY TRACT

VIRUS



“TRANSMISSION”

• S -> I -> R/D

• S = SUSCEPTIBLE POPULATION(S)

• I = INFECTED

• R/D = RECOVERED OR DEAD – DEPENDS ON PATHOGEN

• ASSUME INFECTEDS ARE THEN IMMUNE FOR A PERIOD

• THEN IN THE END THE EPIDEMIC BURNS ITSELF OUT



BIRDS
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Wild birds, domestic birds and 
flyways



So, your sneeze has distant, complex and also 
very adjacent and domestic origins 
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TWIN PEAKS

POPULATION MIXING PATTERNS



Not only birds – also 
swine
• Viruses are mutable – chunks of genetic material, 

recombination and cross – combination between 
virus types from different species.

• 2009 was a combined human and swine virus 



PANICS





Endemic, Epidemic, Pandemic

Endemic – constant level in 
contained population

Epidemic – sudden outbreak 
and rise and then fall in a 
contained population –

measles, diptheria, 
tuberculosis

Pandemic - sudden rise, 
spread and continuing 

spread and not contained –
HIV/AIDS, Ebola

Three MAJOR influenza 
pandemics occurred in the 
last century – in 1918/19, 

1957/58, and 1968/69

1918-19: >20m deaths 
globally, some estimate 30-

50 million people

Up to a quarter of the UK 
population developed illness 
in each of these pandemics 

with high mortality and 
consequent economic loss 

and social disruption



FEASIBLE PLANNING SCENARIOS IN A 
PANDEMIC

Between 8% and 25% and possibly 50% of the population will 
suffer influenza illness during a pandemic

The number of new general practice consultations for influenza-
like illness could be expected to exceed 500 per 100,000 
population per week.



1918-19
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Past experience

• The worst-case scenarios for a new pandemic indicate that mortality 
and hospitalisation could exceed that of 1918.

• New factors at work include:  higher world population, rapidity of 
transport, much larger number of immuno-suppressed persons

• We have AMRs for secondary infections  - - - for how long? 

• There are waves of infection – usually 2 or 3.

Oxford, J.S. (2005) The Threat of Epidemic and Pandemic Influenza A (ed.) Department of 
Trade and Industry, Foresight Project: DIID, Office of Science and Innovation, 1 Victoria St, 
London 



WHAT’S IN A 
NAME?



• The 2007 Bernard Matthews H5N1 outbreak was an 
occurrence of avian influenza in England caused by the H5N1
subtype of Influenza virus A that began on 30 January 2007. 

• The infection affected poultry at one of Bernard Matthews' 
farms in Holton in Suffolk. It was the third instance of H5N1-
subtype detected in the United Kingdom and a range of 
precautions were instituted to prevent spread of the disease 
including a large cull of turkeys, the imposition of 
segregation zones, and a disinfection programme for the 
plant.

• The cause of the outbreak was not determined. 

• However, it was considered significant that Bernard 
Matthews regularly transported turkeys and turkey products 
between the UK and its plant in Hungary, and that the H5N1 
strains previously found in Hungary, and those found at 
Suffolk, were effectively genetically identical.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Avian_influenza
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H5N1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Influenza_virus_A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Matthews_Farms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holton,_Suffolk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Suffolk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Turkey_(bird)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hungary


Naming strains and straining names: 
diplomatic incidents

• “Quinghai-like”

• “Fukian-like”

• “Bernard Mathews strain” 

• The politics, epidemiology & nomenclature

• Hence move toward  H+n / N+n designations of influenza viruses

• The Indonesian case – intellectual property.
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Possible scenarios

• Such a pandemic is also likely to have a marked effect on hospital 
admissions. 

• During September and October 1957, between 25,000 and 30,000 
“excess” cases of acute respiratory infection were admitted to 
hospitals in England and Wales than would have been expected at 
that time of year
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2008-9 – what people told us about ‘flu

• Focus groups and individual interviews

• Small scale ethnography

• Norwich and Central London
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People’s theories of transmission

• “Flu is viruses, um, and colds are bacteria, I don’t know that that’s 
true but I have a feeling that you can catch colds more easily than you 
can pass on flu. I have no idea what that’s based on. “

• “It’s also these shops that don’t help. You go in and it’s like the 
rainforest almost and you’re hot. Then you go outside and your body 
is hot then cold. It’s like climate change – that’s also something that 
adds to it.” 
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Theories of transmission – what ‘flu is

• “I imagine germ particles too act like gasses, to move around, not to 
multiply to fill up the area, but to kind of worm their way into a whole 
room, and the more germs there are, and so by keeping the doors 
open you’re making sure that the same number of germs go to lots of 
different places so you’re less likely to get a cold.” 

• People uncertain about the vectors of ‘flu and cold infections

• “Germs”, “bacteria” and “viruses” were all mentioned, often 
alongside each other - “I have a feeling that you can catch colds more 
easily than you can pass on ‘flu. I have no idea what that’s based on.”
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Coughing and sneezing at the LSE

• what would happen if you are stood in a queue and someone behind 
you was coughing?”  
• Five people said they would hold their breath or move away.  

• Most other people said they would be annoyed, but wouldn’t actually do 
anything, but think something like ‘just cough into your elbow, please.’  

• Conversely, it was pointed out that when everyone is coughing and ill, one 
just stops noticing coughing.

A very small scale study at the LSE
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Distancing behaviours

• Social distance practises between individuals and groups may be 
increased or decreased at different stages of the epidemic

• Will differ between and within specific social groups and over the 
temporal development of the epidemic.  

• In some circumstances, people may take measures to increase the 
distance between themselves and others on the basis of their current 
understanding and beliefs about the situation regardless of the real 
risk. 
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• “Obviously if you know them really really well then you’d go round 
and give them a hand or see how they are, but you’d sort of take 
precautions”
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Some questions

• A pandemic influenza (PI) event may require behaviour opposite to 
that usually appropriate to an emergency situation: social distancing 
versus social cohesion and support

• Individual exposure to risk will not long remain individual because, by 
exposing themselves, key workers will also expose their families
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2. MACRO ECONOMIC EFFECTS
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The “City of London”

• About 8 per cent of UK GDP; 

• High risk environment because of:
• Journey to work, huge catchment area for labour

• High density urban living

• The City could be disproportionately affected, very high R0

Richard D. Smith, Marcus R. Keogh-Brown, Tony Barnett: Estimating the economic impact of pandemic influenza: An application of the 
computable general equilibrium model to the UK, Social Science & Medicine, Volume 73, Issue 2, July 2011, Pages 235-244
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MODELLING RESULTS – COST OF A PANDEMIC

• Combining school closure and prophylactic absenteeism yields cost effects of 
between £11.1bn and £23.3bn 

• The economic impact of pandemic influenza is very sensitive to variations in 
school closure and prevalence of prophylactic absenteeism
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BE 
PREPARED PANDEMIC FLU IS 

TOP OF THE UK RISK 
REGISTER – HIGHEST 

PROBABILITY, 
HIGHEST IMPACT 



...AND SPIES



Conspiracy theories?

LONDON (Reuters) - Dead pigs in China, evil factory farms in 
Mexico and an Al Qaeda plot involving Mexican drug cartels are 
a few wild theories seeking to explain a deadly swine flu 
outbreak that has killed up to 176 people. 

Nobody knows for sure but scientists say the origins are in fact 
far less sinister and are likely explained by the ability of viruses 
to mutate and jump from species to species as animals and 
people increasingly live closer to each other.

“jump from species to species” – but how? What 
processes bring humans, animals and viruses into 
specific close relationships?

April 30, 2009 





SITES OF MUTATION, 
RECOMBINATION AND 
RE-ASSORTMENT



SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY

• Manipulation of biological entities 
to produce novel enzymes, cells, 
organisms &c

• CRISPR - “clustered regularly-
interspaced short palindromic 
repeats”—gives scientists (and 
good hobbyists) ability to decrypt, 
snip and reorder genes

• Produce “new” organisms



So, how would you know
whether an outbreak of disease 
was “natural”, “accidental” or 
“intentional”?

And how would you deal with 
huge numbers of deaths in 
London in winter – freezer 
lorries?  Mass Graves in Hyde 
Park? Confine infected people 
to special facilities? Civil 
Contingencies Act!



A FILM TO WATCH



AND STARTING TONIGHT ON BBC 4 AT 21:00 


